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Abstract

We study the dynamics of supercooled liquid and the liquid-glass transition by applying the

mode coupling theory to the charged hard-sphere model. By exploiting the two independent

parameters inherent in the charged hard-sphere system we examine structurally the subtle and

competitive roie played by the short-range hard-core correlation and the long-range Coulomb

tail. It is found in this work that the long-range Coulombic charge factor effect is generally

a less effective contribution to structure when the plasma parameter is less than 500 and be-

comes dominant when it is greater thereof. To extend our understanding of the supercooled

liquid and the liquid-glass transition, an attempt is made to calculate and to give physical rel-

evance to the mode-coupling parameters which are frequently used as mere fitting parameters

in analysis of experiments on supercooled liquid systems. This latter information enables us

to discuss the possible application of the model to a realistic system.
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In recent years the dynamics of a supercooled liquid and the mechanism for the liquid-glass

transition have received considerable attention. This upsurge interest in the liquid dynamics

is due, on the one hand, to tremendous advances in a number of experimental techniques

such as the light scattering [1], neutron scattering [2] and spectroscopic experiments [3] and,

on the other hand, to parallel theoretical development of the mode-coupling theory (MCT)

[4]. The main aim of the present Letter is to direct our attention to the theoretical aspect

focusing specifically on the simplest version of the MCT. According to the latter theory, a

liquid rapidly cooled or compressed exhibits a bifurcation singularity that at a certain critical

temperature Tc or density pc the density-density fluctuation is observed to make a transition

from an ergodicity to a non-ergodicity. This so-called ideal glass transition has been extensively

studied for monatomic simple liquids such as the neutral hard-sphere (NHS) [5-8], Lennard-

Jones [9,10], and liquid metal [11] systems. A great deal of microscopic information has been

uncovered from these various calculations. For example, by directly comparing the change of

the MCT exponent parameter A (to be defined below) for different model systems, it is possible

to extract from the calculated parameters the effects of the underlying microscopic interaction

on the liquid-glass transition. By similar comparison of the tagged particle distribution, one

is accessible to an understanding of the in /J-process [4,12,13] which is a localized excitation

characterized by a scaling property. In the present Letter we propose to study the dynamical

properties of an one-component-plasma-like supercooled liquid by examining the charged bard-

sphere (CHS) model. The CHS system is described by two free parameters, one is the hard-

sphere diameter a and the other is the charge carried by the hard sphere. With this model

we intend to study the effect of (i) geometrical factor and (ii) Coulombic charge factor on the

liquid structure and hence on the liquid-glass transition. That this calculation is feasible is

based on the fact that an analytical expression for the static structure factor S(<j) is available in

the mean spherical approximation. The model has been used quite successfully as a reference

system for the thermodynamic and structural studies [14,15].

The charged hard-sphere model consists of a system particles each has a radius <r/2, carries

a charge Ze and moves in a neutralizing uniform background. These particles interact via a

pairwise potential ^(r) given by

I (Ze)Vr r > a.
In the mean spherical approximation one supplements to the Ornstein-Zernike equation

the closure relations

h(r) = c(r)H

h(r) = - 1

c(r) = -I3<

i < a

r > a

(1)

(2)

(3)

Here h{r) = g{i) - 1, g(t) being the pair correlation function, is the total correlation function;

c(r) is the direct correlation function; p is the number density; and j9 = l/keT is the inverse

temperature. Equations (l)-(3) have been solved analytically by Palmer and Weeks [16].

Introducing the plasma parameter V = j3(Ze)2/a, a — (3/4/MT)1/3 being the ion-sphere radius,

the direct correlation function c(r) can be calculated as

c(r) =
A + B(r/a) + C(r/<j)3 + D(r/<r)3 + E(r/<7)5 r < a

-P<t>(T) r > cr
(4)

where the coefficients A, B, C, D, and E can be found in [16]. For the CHS structure factor

ScHs(<J|»),r) it can be obtained by Fourier-transforming (4) and this has been done by Singh

and Holz [16]. Before proceeding further it is worthwhile to note that (i) in the limit F —> 0, we

recover the Percus-Yevick hard-sphere result Spv(<7;>?) and (ii) when c(r=0) = A ~ -1.33F (as

implied from simulation studies [17,18]), we have a unique means to express a as a function

of F and hence arrive at an approximation for the classical one-component plasma (OCP)

Socp(q;F). We shall apply these SOCP(?;T) in the following discussion. Now the Scsis(<z;'?,r1}

as described above constitutes a basic input to the mode-coupling theory to which we next

direct our attention.

Central to the MCT is the density-density fluctuation correlator R(q,z) defined by



where m is the atomic mass, M(q, z) is the generalized frictional term or the so-called memory

function,

t(q,z) = if <fte*F(,,
Jo

t) (6)

is the Laplace transform of the correlation function F(q,t)=< Sp(q,t)Sp( —q,0} >, fy(q,t)

being the Fourier-transform of 6p(r,t) which is the microscopic density fluctuation from the

homogeneous equilibrium value />, and the < ... > is an ensemble average over initial configu-

rations.

In the ideal glass transition version of the MCT on which we shall focus our attention the

long-time slowly decaying part T(q,t) of M(q,t) can be written [5]

(7)

It should be emphasized that in addition to the long-time slowly decaying part V(q, t), strictly

speaking, M(q, t) contains also a short-time rapidly decaying part representing essentially un-

correlated binary collisions. But as the temperature (density) in a liquid is lowered (increased),

it is the V(q, t) that really matters. On the basis of many-body methods and the kinetic theory

of liquid, Bengtzelius et al [5] derived successfully a dynamically closed nonlinear equation for

which the self-consistent solidfication condition reads

where Tq{j(k)) is a functional of f(k) = K(q, t —> oo) which appears in (7). Given SCHS(?; 7, T)

(7) and (8) have to be solved iteratively for the fc(q) at critical point rjc for different F according

to the criterion described previously [11].

Once fc(q) is obtained it is straightforward to calculate the MCT parameters which are

basic quantities for the study of a variety of supercooled liquid properties. A first useful

quantity is the critical amplitude hc(q) = [l-/c(<?)]2^ containing information for the spatial

extent of /?-dynamics [4,12,13]. Here tc
f (or f£) is the right-hand (or left-hand) eigenvector of

the stability matrix [4,11]

C,* = [1 - f(k)fdTqjd!{k) (9)

An equally instructive parameter is the exponent parameter A defined by

(10)
Q. f t ' , * "

This material-dependent parameter determines the correlator R(q,t) in the vicinity of the

critical point (t)c or pc for a given F) and can be written in terms of hc((?) as [4,12,13]

to < t < tQ (11)

where /i2 = [£ 9 t\p{d^,ldp)){k)\l{^ - A), £ = {p-Pc)/Pc is the separation parameter, G±(t/t,j)

is the master function [4,13] giving temporal information of the system, and l0, tp and t,, are

respectively the microscopic time ( I O ' ^ S ) , and the long-lasting times at which/? (10"11-10~9s)

and a processes [4] (10°-103s) begin.

We have solved (7) and (8) iteratively by following the analytic prescription of Gotze [4].

According to Gotze the C,̂  in (9) possesses a largest nondegenerate eigenvalue Eo which de-

creases aa the density is increased. In fact it can be shown that near a critical pc (or r;c) a

relation for the EQ exists and is given by Eo = l-2/j(l-A)\/]i]. In other words one can deter-

mine pc by plotting [l-Eo(p)]2 versus p and looking for a p that satisfies [1-Eo(/>)]2=0. Now,

the two independent parameters in the structure factor ScHsfCTiH are determined as follows.

We begins with SCHS(?;^,0) which is the Percus Yevick hard-sphere SyY(q\r})=^cils(q\if,O),

Consistent with the result published by Bengtzelius et al [5] we obtain r]c = 0.516; the corre-

sponding exponent parameter A is 0.758. Next, we input SCHS(?;I,50) into (7) and (8). Our

iterative calculation yields IJC = 0.5159 and an exponent value A = 0.711. The same procedure

is repeated for Y = 100,..525. The calculated \s satisfies A = 0.729±0.07 and the set of t?c

versus T is displayed in Fig. 1. There are two interesting features that deserve immediate

emphasis. The first feature is that the range of A falls between the As of NHS [6] and of the

Lennard-Jones [9] systems. These A-values would imply that by varying F the CHS model

S



can be 'fine-tuned' to a value that describes a physical system with an arbitrary (strong re-

pulsive) interaction. Coming to the second feature we see that as F increases the critical tjt

decreases gradually until at F RJ 500 we observe an abrupt decrease of »?c. To explain this

anomalous change in >)c versus F we recall that i]e is a parameter that characterizes the geo-

metrical restriction {the excluded volume effect) arising from the strong repulsive force of the

hard core. At F = 0 this is the only factor that rules the glass transition. As F increases the

r)r first decreases mildly indicating the still dominant role of the geometrical factor effect and

reflecting the ineffectiveness of the charge of particle to structural contribution. For the CHS

system this happens for a F up to approximately 500. However, when F > 500 we notice a

sudden decrease of r/c implying the important role played by the Coulombic charge factor. In

this extreme limit the geometrical hard-core factor seems to play less a role and the structural

change has in fact been taken over by the extremely strong charge coupling. At this point

the CHS system is believed to behave more like a highly compressed OCP. In order to dwell

further into our conjecture we carried out an iterative calculation also (or a system of classical

OCP using the same CHS S(g) but approximated SOcp(<7;r) ^ ScHstefo.F) with ^0(F) fixed

by c(r=0) = A ~ -1.33F (see the comment below (4)). For this particular case we obtain

FOCP — 309 which is substantially smaller in magnitude than the above-mentioned highly

compressed OCP value. The latter result is understandable both from the fact that fixing the

Tft is equivalent to giving an ad hoc <r/2 radius to the OCP particle and from the observation

that if we fix the F = 309 and determine from Fig. 1 the corresponding rjc ~ 0.505 which is

reasonably close to the ^O(FOCP) = 0.5046 inferred from simulation studies [17,18]. At this

point it is appropriate to note that the supercooled liquid —t glassy state for the classical OCP

system has been studied also by Tanaka and Ichimaru [19] within (i) the generalized viscoelas-

tic formalism and (ii) the same MCT theory with the Socp(<7;r) calculated using an improved

hypernetted-chain integral equation theory. Their numerical calculation concluded that the

critical F obtained from the method (i) is definitely much greater than 300-400 whereas from

the method (ii) it lies within this range. From these concluding remarks our calculated change

of the t]c with F and our identification of F ss 500 as a point marking transition to a highly

compressed OCP system are not unreasonable considering the fact that r}c ^ 0, albeit small.

We turn now to a discussion for the non-ergodicity form factor /(</). Figure 2 delineates

the CHS Debye-Waller form factor calculated at several F, and for comparison, the NHS f{q)

is included. There are two interesting points that merit attention.

(a) There is significant difference in the small q region of the CHS and NHS f(q)\ the CHS

f(q) for all F go to zero for ij-tO whereas that of NHS shows a distinct finite minimum.

(b) In the small q region there is a well denned shoulder for S(q;^,F < 150) but it rapidly

disappears as F increases.

Points (a) and (b) are intimately related and may be attributed to the difference in small

q behavior between these model systems; for the NHS it behaves as Spy(<; —» 0;ij) ~ (1 —

7)7(1 + 2ri}2 + Aqi whereas for the CHS SCHSU -> 0; v, F) ~ aV/(3F) showing the typical

plasma mode. Specifically the shoulder mentioned in point (b) can be understood to be due to

the "mixture" of SPY(<?;'?) and ScHsf?;1/, F); for small F and in the long wavelength limit, the

former dominates and tends to the finite value Spv(0;rj) = (1 — i)4/{l + 2J;)2 whereas for the

latter, induced by the Coulomb tail, it shows the typical plasma-mode behavior ScHsttflijF)

—* 0. From these results we thus see that the calculated CHS f(q) possesses quite useful

characteristics that permits the analysis of the disordered liquid structure such as an ionic-

type liquid [20],

Finally we come to discuss the critical amplitude H(r) which is defined by

(12)

We display in Fig. 3 the CHS H(r) calculated at F = 30, 250 and 510 and compared in the same

figure with the NHS H(r). It is worthwhile stressing two points. First, we see from the figure

that H(r) varies from a quite large and negative valley (for r ~0.97a), goes through a larger and

positive peak (for 0.97a ~ r ~ 1.2a) and damps rapidly and osciliatorily to zero (for r > 1.2a).

Second, compared with the NHS the first maximum of the CHS H(r) decreases with increasing

F. The former feature implies that the /J-dynamics is indeed a localized phenomenon (since

only a particle and its surrounding nearest neighbours are relevant) and contains information



about the relative phase of oscillation for all density fluctuations. On the other hand, the

latter feature mimics to some extent the H(r) for a metallic system which physically has many

common characteristics as the CHS system. Our argument has been supported both by the

fact that the CHS has been examined to reproduce very well the equilibrium liquid structure

of simple liquid metals [14,15] and by displaying in Fig. 4 the "best" CHS H(r) calculated at

a selected strong coupling F (F > 200) which can easily be seen to depict quite well the main

structure of sodium H(r) [11,13].

In conclusion we summarize the above findings as follows. On the basis of the MCT we

have examined the CHS model and extracted qualitatively from it some dynamical properties

which are related to a supercooled liquid and to the liquid-glass transition. By exploiting the

two disposable parameters, T\ and F, in the CHS and comparing with the NHS model (for

which F = 0), we find that the CHS critical TJC (at which a system changes from an ergodic

to a non-ergodic state) varies gradually from F = 0 to F fs 500. We interpret this variation

of ijc with increasing Y as indicating the crucial role played by the excluded volume effect

to structural contribution. On the other hand, for F > 500 we observe a drastic drop in

rjc signalling the dominant role played by the long-range Coulomb tail in structural change.

To quantify our analysis we have compared the Debye-Waller form factor for the CHS and

NHS f(q) and noticed that there is substantial difference between them especially in the long

wavelength limit. Notably we observe an anomalous shoulder in the small q region of CHS

f(q) for F < 150. These disparities may be attributed to the difference in the small q behavior

of S(q); it varies as SpY(0;j?) + Aq2 for the NHS in contrast to the Bq2 for the CHS. Finally

we calculate the CHS critical amplitude H(r) which gives information on the spatial distribu-

tion for the /J-dynamics. Our present CHS calculation supports the physical picture that the

/3-dynamics is indeed a localized excitation. The present work should be an useful alterna-

tive in an analysis of related experiments on f(q) as reported recently in the literature [3,21,22],
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig.l - Critical packing ratio tjc plotted against plasma parameter P for the charged-hard-

sphere system.

Fig.2 - Nonergodicity form factor /(<?) versus qa, a being the ion-sphere radius, for the

charged-hard-sphere system at F = 30 (dotted curve), 150 (short-dashed curve), 250

(long-dashed curve) and 510 (chain curve) compared with the neutra! hard-sphere system

(full curve).

Fig.3 - Spatial function H(r) versus r/a, a being the ion-sphere radius, for the charged-hard-

sphere system near critical region at P = 30 (dotted curve), 250 (short-dashed curve)

and 510 (long-dashed curve) compared with the neutral hard-sphere system (full curve).

Fig.4 - Spatial function H(r) versus r/a, a being the ion-sphere radius, for the charged-hard-

sphere system (dotted curve) near critical region at F = 400 compared with the liquid

metal sodium (full curve) from [11].
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